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By Julie Weber

Love s Body, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The three poems that comprise Resin create
a narrative about wounding, about an immensity of things we miss in our interactions. About the
magnitude of crises we are facing in the midst of our vast denial. Make no mistake: Resin opens post
trauma, and in it, we face an aftermath and the scope of its question and consequences. Resin
questions personal and anthropocentric narcissism. It engages reflections on the critical question:
Where are we going? It asks us to step beyond simplistic notions to embrace a systemic,
synchronistic totality. Resin will appeal to people connected to deep ecology, to issues of social
justice, to visionaries and healers, to people with trauma and/or disabilities, to anyone questioning
the status of things as they are. Not only are the poems lyrical, they are mystical, meaningful and
relevant. Instigative of shifts. Poems for the collective. In Resin, Julie takes us inside an intimacy of
heightened sensitivities. What does it mean to be a microcosm of the macrocosm? What does it
mean to be a knit to the landscape? To...
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It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son-- Ar t Gisla son

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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